
SPRING CONVENTION

JCI SOUTH SAINT PAUL in  ACTION
MAY 2016   SSPJAYCEES.ORG   SSPJAYCEES@HOTMAIL.COM

MEETINGS: EVENTS:SOCIALS:
Members Meetings:

• May 12, 2016

The Croatian Hall– SSP

6:30 PM

Board of Directors:

• May 286 2016

TBD– 7:00 PM

Events:

• Road Runs

• Book Drive: 768

• Sandbox Days

Fundraiser

• JCI 22 Socials

• City Wide Campout

• Event Recaps

Chapter Socials:

• JCI Impact & Admin

5/22/16 

• TBD:

5/22/16

*see ‘Socials’ on page 3

For more details

We believe...
 That faith in God 

gives meaning and 

purpose to human life;

 That the brotherhood 

of man transcends the 

sovereignty of nations;

 That economic justice 

can best be won by 

free men, through free 

enterprise;

 That government should 

be of laws rather than 

of men;

 That earth's great 

treasure lies in human 

personality;

 And that service to 

humanity is the best 

work of life.

Creed:

Our Mission:
We are a nonprofit 

organization 

committed to the 

growth and 

development of our 

members to become 

the next generation of 

leaders within the 

community. Our 

members are 

thoroughly engaged 

and connected to the 

community through 

active involvement 

and volunteerism.

Spring Convention :

Conventions are a time when Jaycees across the state gather, network, learn, 

share ideas, and celebrate accomplishments of the year to date. They offer a 

time to recharge your battery as a volunteer and gain strength from the energy 

of those around – people facing the same challenges and exciting 

opportunities. In addition to individual development competitions, training, and 

awards, there will be many opportunities for chapters to share ideas about 

their most effective projects with the biggest impacts.

Sugar Lake Lodge, Grand Lake, MN!

2016 Convention

May

13th – 15th



President:
Gwendolyn L.

othatjustgwen@gmail.com

Secretary:
Valarut

v.Souvannachack@gmail.com

State Delegate:
Kahra Biehl

kahra.a.biehl@gmail.com

Community VP:
OPEN

Management VP:
OPEN

Individual Development:
Grace S.

gschwab4@gmail.com

Treasurer:
Laura Otis

llaufmann@hotmail.com

Membership VP:
Tiffah Scott

tiffany.scott33@gmail.com

Public Relations VP:
Savannah Leyde

Sleyde@tayloredtoyou.org

Chairman of the Board:
MN – Josh Regan

South St. Paul - Alicia R.

LEADERSHIP:

“Where your passions intersect with the needs of the world, therein lies your vocation.“ - Aristotle

Beauty and the Beast: JCI 22 July Social

• Where: Chanhassen Dinner Theatre
501 W 78th St, Chanhassen, MN 55317

• When: Friday,  July 22, 2016
• Time: 6:00 pm

Join us for dinner and a show at the 
Chanhassen Dinner Theater for our July JCI 
22 social. 

Returning now for the first time in over a 
decade - the mega hit Beauty and the Beast! 
Tickets range from $80-$85 depending on the 
seats. Fortunately Kahra has a coupon for a 
$15 discount on each ticket, limit of 12, as long 
as they are purchased by May 8th! It isn't 
enough to RSVP, tickets will be purchased once 
Kahra has the money in hand. She accepts cash 
or check in person or sent via mail! If mail 
works best for you, PM Kahra for her address 
and remember RSVP AND PAYMENT ARE DUE 
BY May 8th!!!

mailto:othatjustgwen@gmail.com


JCI 22 SOCIAL:
JCI Impact and JCI Admin Training!

SUNDAY,  MAY 22, 2016 – LOCATION TBD  =   10 am- 4 pm

We are seeking 
nominations for 
our ‘Sponsor a 
Jaycee’ project. 
nominate a 
deserving 
candidate for 
sponsorship. 

Due to the 
ongoing nature 
of this project 
we will 
continue to 
make the 
nomination 
form available 
via our 
newsletter  
(page 17) and 
other sources. 
Contact the 
project 
coordinator, 
Tiffah with any 
questions you 
may have at:
tiffany.scott33@gmail.com

‘Sponsor a Jaycee’ nominations:

JCI Impact is about how to impact your community to lead to 

positive change, and JCI Admin is about how to lead your 

chapter well in a way that will keep it accomplishing it's 

purpose and develop leaders. JCI Shakopee Dara will lead 

Impact and JCI SSP President Gwen will lead Admin. 

Socializing to following training. Participants must register!
If you have questions contact: Gwen

WHAT’S GOING ON AT STATE:



In last months issue we shared natural ways to enhance your facial skin health with 

multiple DIY techniques utilizing many affordable ingredients that you will find right in 

your kitchen. If you missed it, you’ll definitely want to check it out. As many of you may 

already know, our outside beauty really generates from the inside. Meaning, what 

you put inside your body will show outwardly. That being said, today we’re going to 

share the effects hydration can have, not only on your skin, but on your overall health. 

Hydration is one of the key components to healthy, youthful, vibrant skin. With the 

warmer months just around the corner, you’ll find yourself wanting to quench your 

thirst, why not reach for something timeless and delicious: A nice healthful, helpful, 

beneficial glass of water. Not a big fan of water? Not a problem! Increase your 

water intake, while not only enjoying the taste, but the benefits as well. You will feel 

more energized without the sugar crash and side effects. We’re not talking about the 

flavored waters that are sweetened with artificial flavors and sugars – we’re talking 

about,  great tasting, all natural infused water.  Infused water is flavored water, made 

by simply steeping fresh fruits, veggies, herbs and other natural foods in a pitcher of 

water. That’s right, it is as simple as that. So set down your soda or other sweetened 

beverage and  explore the many delicious flavors, and see for yourself the many 

health benefits that are said to be attributed to this technique of nutritious drinking. 

The possibilities are endless, below are a few samples of mixtures and what benefits 

they may provide.

A letter from our President:
The best project you’ll ever work on is YOU

CUCUMBER, LEMON & LIME: 

This mixture is my absolute favorite, go to drink as it boasts multiple benefits. Cucumbers are ultra hydrating, 

coupled with Limes ant-aging benefits, this mixture will leave your skin looking supple and flawless.  It also serves 

as an appetite suppressant. Other potential health benefits: acidic content aids in cancer prevention,  boosts the 

immune system, strengthens muscles and contains many important vitamins and nutrients. 

LEMON, ORANGE & GINGER: 

Oranges aid with healthy blood circulation, lemons help aid digestion (and freshen breath), and ginger is a 

notorious immune system booster. Contains many important vitamins and nutrients.

GRAPE, RASPBERRY & CUCUMBER:

Again cucumbers aid in hydration, fighting toxins and suppressing appetite – it is no wonder it is often used in 

infused waters. Raspberries have anti-inflammatory properties and grapes contain cleansing compounds, in 

addition to tasting great. 

LIME & STRAWBERRIES: 

Strawberries have anti-oxidants - in addition to the acidic properties which aid in cancer prevention and have 

multiple other health benefits, limes have anti-aging components which can restore hair, skin and nails.

MINT AND PINEAPPLE:

Mint supports healthy digestion, by activating salivary glands and digestive enzymes. Pineapple serves as an 

anti-inflammatory that is known to help relieve joint pain and arthritis.

Instructions to make Infused Water (aka detox water):

Slice fruits or vegetables of your choice into pieces. Add several slices of 

your choice foods and/or herbs to a pitcher or container for beverages. 

Fill the container with water and add ice,  if you so choose. Let sit in the 

refrigerator for at least thirty minutes so flavors can seep into the water. 

The longer you allow the water to sit, the stronger the taste will become.  

Keeps in the fridge for approximately two days, water is most refreshing 

when cold. Try the many different flavors and reap the benefits. You 

may even choose to create your own flavors and mixtures. Be sure to do 

some of your own  research to see which mixtures can assist with specific 

ailments, there is an abundance of information online. Search: infused 

water / detox waters.

We make a difference as a Team

Remember being in school, and hearing the teacher say, “Today we are going to assign teams for 

our group project.” Throughout the classroom, there would be groans and cheers. This is because 

being on a team can either be an amazing experience or an awful experience. All of us have been 

on teams that anticipate each other’s needs before words are spoken, lift each other up, and all 

members work hard to contribute their best to the team. The team works (like the old saying goes) 

like a “well oil machine”, and the impact of the team is great. The outcome is awesome and the 

team holds a special place in all the teammates hearts. All of us have also been on teams that are 

a “hot mess”. These teams are the ones where no one shows up for the project meetings, a member 

(or a couple members) of the group that is acting badly, and everyone is fighting over every detail. 

There is no trust and no accountability. No one is focusing on contributing to the team but is looking 

out for him or herself. The results are horrible as this team negatively impact the members and their 

surroundings. These teams are the worst, because they not only did they not meet the goals, but they 

actually set every members further back from reaching them then before the team was created.  

There is a saying we all have said that rings true for both teams, “It is easier to do it myself.” Even 

on a good team, there is group dynamics and communication that need to be taken into account. 

Teams, especially in the Jaycees and our chapter, can really help individual members to shine and 

development and the multiply our impact. 

Even though working in teams and as a team as a chapter is more complex, we will make a bigger 

difference in our community. We have more money, time, talent, passions, and so on together, then 

any of us has alone. Teams are also be freeing as they allow us to focus on our strengths and goals. 

We don’t have to play all the parts in our chapter. We play our part, and we can focus on what we 

do well which causes us to have more fun. As we move into the middle of the year, we must focus on 

our team as well as the projects. The tighter better team we become the better we become as JCI 

South Saint Paul, and the better results will become in our community. 

Thanks for all you do, and being on the team,

Gwen Labovitch

JCI South Saint Paul President 



*For more details, please contact Kahra Biehl at 320-310-7305 and 

keep an eye on SSP's Facebook page for updates and additional events!



UPCOMING EVENTS:

PJ Party Fundraiser “Night at the 
Museum” – Family Fun Night:

Date TBD as we will be working with the Dakota 
County Historical Society. The Pajama party event 
will support the ‘Pajama Program’ enabling 
participants to donate Pajamas or a book to give to 
children in shelters. A FUN NIGHT to support a 
GREAT cause.

National Night Out Campout-
This event will be held on June 13th. New and exciting 
things are being implemented this year. See flyer on 
page 6 for additional details.

Kaposia Days:
Mark your calendars for BINGO - coming June 27-28! We 

will need all sorts of help with running this event. A sign-up 

sheet will be by mid May. We will also be in the parade 

June 26, and all are invited to walk with us; needing at 

least 7 individuals to participate. After the parade, 

everyone is invited to President Alicia's house for a party.

Contact Gwen for more 

details or to volunteer:

Labovitg@yahoo.com

http://www.teachersguidetotech.com/
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/The-Hows-It-Going-Form-Elementary-Level-1514785


In last months issue we shared natural ways to enhance your facial skin health with 

multiple DIY techniques utilizing many affordable ingredients that you will find right in 

your kitchen. If you missed it, you’ll definitely want to check it out. As many of you may 

already know, our outside beauty really generates from the inside. Meaning, what 

you put inside your body will show outwardly. That being said, today we’re going to 

share the effects hydration can have, not only on your skin, but on your overall health. 

Hydration is one of the key components to healthy, youthful, vibrant skin. With the 

warmer months just around the corner, you’ll find yourself wanting to quench your 

thirst, why not reach for something timeless and delicious: A nice healthful, helpful, 

beneficial glass of water. Not a big fan of water? Not a problem! Increase your 

water intake, while not only enjoying the taste, but the benefits as well. You will feel 

more energized without the sugar crash and side effects. We’re not talking about the 

flavored waters that are sweetened with artificial flavors and sugars – we’re talking 

about,  great tasting, all natural infused water.  Infused water is flavored water, made 

by simply steeping fresh fruits, veggies, herbs and other natural foods in a pitcher of 

water. That’s right, it is as simple as that. So set down your soda or other sweetened 

beverage and  explore the many delicious flavors, and see for yourself the many 

health benefits that are said to be attributed to this technique of nutritious drinking. 

The possibilities are endless, below are a few samples of mixtures and what benefits 

they may provide.

The best project you’ll ever work on is YOU

CUCUMBER, LEMON & LIME: 

This mixture is my absolute favorite, go to drink as it boasts multiple benefits. Cucumbers are ultra hydrating, 

coupled with Limes ant-aging benefits, this mixture will leave your skin looking supple and flawless.  It also serves 

as an appetite suppressant. Other potential health benefits: acidic content aids in cancer prevention,  boosts the 

immune system, strengthens muscles and contains many important vitamins and nutrients. 

LEMON, ORANGE & GINGER: 

Oranges aid with healthy blood circulation, lemons help aid digestion (and freshen breath), and ginger is a 

notorious immune system booster. Contains many important vitamins and nutrients.

GRAPE, RASPBERRY & CUCUMBER:

Again cucumbers aid in hydration, fighting toxins and suppressing appetite – it is no wonder it is often used in 

infused waters. Raspberries have anti-inflammatory properties and grapes contain cleansing compounds, in 

addition to tasting great. 

LIME & STRAWBERRIES: 

Strawberries have anti-oxidants - in addition to the acidic properties which aid in cancer prevention and have 

multiple other health benefits, limes have anti-aging components which can restore hair, skin and nails.

MINT AND PINEAPPLE:

Mint supports healthy digestion, by activating salivary glands and digestive enzymes. Pineapple serves as an 

anti-inflammatory that is known to help relieve joint pain and arthritis.

Instructions to make Infused Water (aka detox water):

Slice fruits or vegetables of your choice into pieces. Add several slices of 

your choice foods and/or herbs to a pitcher or container for beverages. 

Fill the container with water and add ice,  if you so choose. Let sit in the 

refrigerator for at least thirty minutes so flavors can seep into the water. 

The longer you allow the water to sit, the stronger the taste will become.  

Keeps in the fridge for approximately two days, water is most refreshing 

when cold. Try the many different flavors and reap the benefits. You 

may even choose to create your own flavors and mixtures. Be sure to do 

some of your own  research to see which mixtures can assist with specific 

ailments, there is an abundance of information online. Search: infused 

water / detox waters.

Name: Laura Beth Otis

Date of Birth: October 28

Occupation: Public Utilities Rates Analyst

Favorite Color: Green

Best Place to Vacation: Greece

Favorite Sports Team: North Dakota State

Favorite Song: Down in the Valley by Head 

and the Heart

Favorite Music Group: Death Cab for Cutie

What's on your reading list: Outlander 

series, The Aviator’s Wife by Melanie 

Benjamin

If you won the lottery, what would you do 

with your winnings? Travel, pay off debt

Favorite Food: Macaroni and Cheese

Favorite Bath and Body Works Scent: 

Sea Island Cotton

Why did you join the Jaycees? To get 

involved in the community and make 

friends

Caribou or Starbucks: Caribou!

What is something that we do not know 

about you? When I was a kid I had pet 

rabbits and showed them in 4H.

We are excited to learn 

more about our new and 

renewing members! 

Check out our monthly 

‘Member Spotlight’ to 

get to know your fellow 

JCI SSP Members; 

discover exciting things 

you may have in 

common and learn 

interesting and maybe 

even surprising facts 

about your friends’ that 

you never knew.



SEE ORDER 

FORM ON 

NEXT PAGE!



WE NEED VOLUNTEERS! 

If you would care to lend a hand on the date of delivery we would love to have you 

join us! We are in need of those willing to drive trucks to fill up with sand and 

navigate the neighborhoods. We will also need sand shoveled, sand delivered and 

dumped in requested areas and assistance in various different areas. The move 

volunteers we have the more sand we can alternate and give every volunteer a break 

as needed and deliver in a short span of time. 

We also need the following items to successfully complete delivery: workman’s gloves, 

wheelbarrows, shovels, and broom for clean up. Each year, several of our members 

contribute to this amazing fundraiser event and we’re extremely proud to see the 

event continue to a highly anticipated community fundraiser! Thank you for your 

volunteerism! Please contact, Savannah at: sleyde@tayloredtoyou.org to sign up to 

volunteer! Thanks! 

mailto:sleyde@tayloredtoyou.org




Ask about our
Chapter Apparel! 

Ask about our South Saint 
PaulJaycees Apparel!



In last months issue we shared natural ways to enhance your facial skin health with 

multiple DIY techniques utilizing many affordable ingredients that you will find right in 

your kitchen. If you missed it, you’ll definitely want to check it out. As many of you may 

already know, our outside beauty really generates from the inside. Meaning, what 

you put inside your body will show outwardly. That being said, today we’re going to 

share the effects hydration can have, not only on your skin, but on your overall health. 

Hydration is one of the key components to healthy, youthful, vibrant skin. With the 

warmer months just around the corner, you’ll find yourself wanting to quench your 

thirst, why not reach for something timeless and delicious: A nice healthful, helpful, 

beneficial glass of water. Not a big fan of water? Not a problem! Increase your 

water intake, while not only enjoying the taste, but the benefits as well. You will feel 

more energized without the sugar crash and side effects. We’re not talking about the 

flavored waters that are sweetened with artificial flavors and sugars – we’re talking 

about,  great tasting, all natural infused water.  Infused water is flavored water, made 

by simply steeping fresh fruits, veggies, herbs and other natural foods in a pitcher of 

water. That’s right, it is as simple as that. So set down your soda or other sweetened 

beverage and  explore the many delicious flavors, and see for yourself the many 

health benefits that are said to be attributed to this technique of nutritious drinking. 

The possibilities are endless, below are a few samples of mixtures and what benefits 

they may provide.

The best project you’ll ever work on is YOU

CUCUMBER, LEMON & LIME: 

This mixture is my absolute favorite, go to drink as it boasts multiple benefits. Cucumbers are ultra hydrating, 

coupled with Limes ant-aging benefits, this mixture will leave your skin looking supple and flawless.  It also serves 

as an appetite suppressant. Other potential health benefits: acidic content aids in cancer prevention,  boosts the 

immune system, strengthens muscles and contains many important vitamins and nutrients. 

LEMON, ORANGE & GINGER: 

Oranges aid with healthy blood circulation, lemons help aid digestion (and freshen breath), and ginger is a 

notorious immune system booster. Contains many important vitamins and nutrients.

GRAPE, RASPBERRY & CUCUMBER:

Again cucumbers aid in hydration, fighting toxins and suppressing appetite – it is no wonder it is often used in 

infused waters. Raspberries have anti-inflammatory properties and grapes contain cleansing compounds, in 

addition to tasting great. 

LIME & STRAWBERRIES: 

Strawberries have anti-oxidants - in addition to the acidic properties which aid in cancer prevention and have 

multiple other health benefits, limes have anti-aging components which can restore hair, skin and nails.

MINT AND PINEAPPLE:

Mint supports healthy digestion, by activating salivary glands and digestive enzymes. Pineapple serves as an 

anti-inflammatory that is known to help relieve joint pain and arthritis.

Instructions to make Infused Water (aka detox water):

Slice fruits or vegetables of your choice into pieces. Add several slices of 

your choice foods and/or herbs to a pitcher or container for beverages. 

Fill the container with water and add ice,  if you so choose. Let sit in the 

refrigerator for at least thirty minutes so flavors can seep into the water. 

The longer you allow the water to sit, the stronger the taste will become.  

Keeps in the fridge for approximately two days, water is most refreshing 

when cold. Try the many different flavors and reap the benefits. You 

may even choose to create your own flavors and mixtures. Be sure to do 

some of your own  research to see which mixtures can assist with specific 

ailments, there is an abundance of information online. Search: infused 

water / detox waters.

Here are some upcoming State and National Conventions and 

Meetings that each member may want to consider attending. 

One of which is a highly coveted Cruise; several of our SSP 

Chapter members are attending.  

JCI USA Annual meeting to be held in Detroit; everyone is 

invited. Josh, the MN state chapter President will be there –

lets show our support!! 

The CLOSEST A JCI WORLD CONGRESS WILL EVER BE is in 

Quebec. This usually takes place in Japan!

**See Below for MORE information**





In last months issue we shared natural ways to enhance your facial skin health with 

multiple DIY techniques utilizing many affordable ingredients that you will find right in 

your kitchen. If you missed it, you’ll definitely want to check it out. As many of you may 

already know, our outside beauty really generates from the inside. Meaning, what 

you put inside your body will show outwardly. That being said, today we’re going to 

share the effects hydration can have, not only on your skin, but on your overall health. 

Hydration is one of the key components to healthy, youthful, vibrant skin. With the 

warmer months just around the corner, you’ll find yourself wanting to quench your 

thirst, why not reach for something timeless and delicious: A nice healthful, helpful, 

beneficial glass of water. Not a big fan of water? Not a problem! Increase your 

water intake, while not only enjoying the taste, but the benefits as well. You will feel 

more energized without the sugar crash and side effects. We’re not talking about the 

flavored waters that are sweetened with artificial flavors and sugars – we’re talking 

about,  great tasting, all natural infused water.  Infused water is flavored water, made 

by simply steeping fresh fruits, veggies, herbs and other natural foods in a pitcher of 

water. That’s right, it is as simple as that. So set down your soda or other sweetened 

beverage and  explore the many delicious flavors, and see for yourself the many 

health benefits that are said to be attributed to this technique of nutritious drinking. 

The possibilities are endless, below are a few samples of mixtures and what benefits 

they may provide.

STREET CLEAN UP RECAP:
The best project you’ll ever work on is YOU

CUCUMBER, LEMON & LIME: 

This mixture is my absolute favorite, go to drink as it boasts multiple benefits. Cucumbers are ultra hydrating, 

coupled with Limes ant-aging benefits, this mixture will leave your skin looking supple and flawless.  It also serves 

as an appetite suppressant. Other potential health benefits: acidic content aids in cancer prevention,  boosts the 

immune system, strengthens muscles and contains many important vitamins and nutrients. 

LEMON, ORANGE & GINGER: 

Oranges aid with healthy blood circulation, lemons help aid digestion (and freshen breath), and ginger is a 

notorious immune system booster. Contains many important vitamins and nutrients.

GRAPE, RASPBERRY & CUCUMBER:

Again cucumbers aid in hydration, fighting toxins and suppressing appetite – it is no wonder it is often used in 

infused waters. Raspberries have anti-inflammatory properties and grapes contain cleansing compounds, in 

addition to tasting great. 

LIME & STRAWBERRIES: 

Strawberries have anti-oxidants - in addition to the acidic properties which aid in cancer prevention and have 

multiple other health benefits, limes have anti-aging components which can restore hair, skin and nails.

MINT AND PINEAPPLE:

Mint supports healthy digestion, by activating salivary glands and digestive enzymes. Pineapple serves as an 

anti-inflammatory that is known to help relieve joint pain and arthritis.

Instructions to make Infused Water (aka detox water):

Slice fruits or vegetables of your choice into pieces. Add several slices of 

your choice foods and/or herbs to a pitcher or container for beverages. 

Fill the container with water and add ice,  if you so choose. Let sit in the 

refrigerator for at least thirty minutes so flavors can seep into the water. 

The longer you allow the water to sit, the stronger the taste will become.  

Keeps in the fridge for approximately two days, water is most refreshing 

when cold. Try the many different flavors and reap the benefits. You 

may even choose to create your own flavors and mixtures. Be sure to do 

some of your own  research to see which mixtures can assist with specific 

ailments, there is an abundance of information online. Search: infused 

water / detox waters.

NO ONE 
can do 

BUT EVERYONE 
can do

Many hands, make light 

work – proved true, yet 

again as our group, 

headed by project 

chairperson Jerilyn, 

gathered together to clean 

up Concord Street in South 

Saint Paul. An event taking 

places twice annually for 

our chapter; we are proud 

to share that even our 

youngest of volunteers 

thoroughly enjoyed the 

experience. Working 

together to keep the city of 

South Saint Paul, a place 

we PROUDLY call home, 

clean - is an exceptional 

feeling!



In last months issue we shared natural ways to enhance your facial skin health with 

multiple DIY techniques utilizing many affordable ingredients that you will find right in 

your kitchen. If you missed it, you’ll definitely want to check it out. As many of you may 

already know, our outside beauty really generates from the inside. Meaning, what 

you put inside your body will show outwardly. That being said, today we’re going to 

share the effects hydration can have, not only on your skin, but on your overall health. 

Hydration is one of the key components to healthy, youthful, vibrant skin. With the 

warmer months just around the corner, you’ll find yourself wanting to quench your 

thirst, why not reach for something timeless and delicious: A nice healthful, helpful, 

beneficial glass of water. Not a big fan of water? Not a problem! Increase your 

water intake, while not only enjoying the taste, but the benefits as well. You will feel 

more energized without the sugar crash and side effects. We’re not talking about the 

flavored waters that are sweetened with artificial flavors and sugars – we’re talking 

about,  great tasting, all natural infused water.  Infused water is flavored water, made 

by simply steeping fresh fruits, veggies, herbs and other natural foods in a pitcher of 

water. That’s right, it is as simple as that. So set down your soda or other sweetened 

beverage and  explore the many delicious flavors, and see for yourself the many 

health benefits that are said to be attributed to this technique of nutritious drinking. 

The possibilities are endless, below are a few samples of mixtures and what benefits 

they may provide.

BOOK DRIVE CHALLENGE:
The best project you’ll ever work on is YOU

CUCUMBER, LEMON & LIME: 

This mixture is my absolute favorite, go to drink as it boasts multiple benefits. Cucumbers are ultra hydrating, 

coupled with Limes ant-aging benefits, this mixture will leave your skin looking supple and flawless.  It also serves 

as an appetite suppressant. Other potential health benefits: acidic content aids in cancer prevention,  boosts the 

immune system, strengthens muscles and contains many important vitamins and nutrients. 

LEMON, ORANGE & GINGER: 

Oranges aid with healthy blood circulation, lemons help aid digestion (and freshen breath), and ginger is a 

notorious immune system booster. Contains many important vitamins and nutrients.

GRAPE, RASPBERRY & CUCUMBER:

Again cucumbers aid in hydration, fighting toxins and suppressing appetite – it is no wonder it is often used in 

infused waters. Raspberries have anti-inflammatory properties and grapes contain cleansing compounds, in 

addition to tasting great. 

LIME & STRAWBERRIES: 

Strawberries have anti-oxidants - in addition to the acidic properties which aid in cancer prevention and have 

multiple other health benefits, limes have anti-aging components which can restore hair, skin and nails.

MINT AND PINEAPPLE:

Mint supports healthy digestion, by activating salivary glands and digestive enzymes. Pineapple serves as an 

anti-inflammatory that is known to help relieve joint pain and arthritis.

Instructions to make Infused Water (aka detox water):

Slice fruits or vegetables of your choice into pieces. Add several slices of 

your choice foods and/or herbs to a pitcher or container for beverages. 

Fill the container with water and add ice,  if you so choose. Let sit in the 

refrigerator for at least thirty minutes so flavors can seep into the water. 

The longer you allow the water to sit, the stronger the taste will become.  

Keeps in the fridge for approximately two days, water is most refreshing 

when cold. Try the many different flavors and reap the benefits. You 

may even choose to create your own flavors and mixtures. Be sure to do 

some of your own  research to see which mixtures can assist with specific 

ailments, there is an abundance of information online. Search: infused 

water / detox waters.

The South St. Paul Jaycees collected over 1,700 children's books during 

the month of March with the help of other chapters, EMC Insurance, and 

KDWB. Books will be donated to Kaposia Elementary in South St. Paul so 

each of their students have the opportunity to own a book.







Welcome New &
Renewing Members:

• Anne W.

We have no May Birthdays:

We look forward to celebrating

Our members in the coming 

months!



Ask about our
Chapter Apparel! 

Questions? Comments? Would you like to see something added to the contents of this 
newsletter?  Contact Savannah - Public Relations – VP at: sleyde@tayloredtoyou.org

Ask about our South Saint 
Paul Jaycees Apparel!

Stay fashionably up-to-
date, and comfortable as 
you volunteer. We have 
sweatshirts, scarves, T-

shirts and more!

@SSPJaycees

www.facebook.com/SouthStPaulJaycees

If you already do:


